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LESSON 1 
2 MARKS 

 1. If A   B, then show that A ∪ B = B (use Venn diagram). 

2. If A   B , then find A ∩ B and A\B(use Venn diagram). 

3.Let P={a,b,c},Q={g,h,x,y} and R={a,e,f,s}. Then find   (i) R \ (P∩Q)      

4. 4.If A={4,6,7,8,9},B={2,4,6} and C={1,2,3,4,5,6},then find     (I)A∪ (B ∩C)         (2)A ∩(B∪C)       

5. Verify the commutative property of set intersection for     A = {l,m,n,o,2,3,4,7} and      B ={ 2,5,3-2,m,n,o,p}. 

6. Draw Venn diagrams    (i)  A∩(B\C)   (iI)  (BUC)\A  (III) AU(B∩C)     (Iv) C∩(B\A)    v) C∩(BUA) 

7. Given n(A)=285,n(B)=195,n(U)=500,n(A∪B)=410,find n(A’∪B’) 

8. Let A={1,2,3,4} and B={-1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11,12}.Let R={(1,3),(2,6),(3,10),(4,9)} ⊆ A×B   be a relation .Show that R is 

a function and find its domain, co-domain and the range of R.    

9. Let A={1,2,3,4,5},B=N and f:A->B be defined by f(x)=  .Find the range of f. Identify the type of function. 

10.For the given function F={(1,3),(2,5),(4,7),(5,9),(3,1)},write the domain and range. 

11. If R={(a,-2),(-5,b),(8,c),(d,-1)} represents the identify function , find the values of   a, b, c and d. 

12.A = { -2,-1,1,2} and f={(x,1/x) : x ∈ A}.Write down the range of f. Is f a function?   from A to A? 

13. Write the pre=images of 2 and 3 in the function f={(12,2),(13,3),(15,3),(14,2),(17,17)}. 

5 MARKS: 

1.  For A = { x|-3             , B = { x|x<5, x  N }, C = {-5, -3, -1, 0, 1, 3 }  show that  

              ∪         ∪          

2. For A ={-3,-1,0,4,6,8,10}, B ={-1,-2,3,4,5,6} and C ={-1,2,3,4,5,7} show that 

          (i)     ∪         ∪         (ii)  ∪         ∪      ∪   . 

3. Let A ={a,b,c,d,e,f,g,x,y,z}, B ={1,2,c,d,e} and C ={d,e,f,g,2,y} verify     A \ (BUC) = (A\B)   (A\C). 

4.Let A ={10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50} B = {1,5,10,15,20,30} C = { 7,8,15,20,35,45,48}  

    verify A \ (B    = (A\B) U (A\C). 

5. Let A= {4,6,8,10} and {3,4,5,6,7} if f: A B is defined y f(x) = 
 

 
 x +1 then represent f by  

          (i) An arrow diagram  (ii) a set of ordered pairs  (iii) a table. 

6.Let A = {6,9,15,18,21}; B= {1,2,4,5,6} and A   be defined by f(x) = 
   

 
 Represent f by   

          (i) An arrow diagram  (b) A set of ordered pairs    (c) a table  (d) a graph 
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7. Let A = {0,1,2,3}; B= {1,3,5,7,9} and A   be defined by f(x) =2x+1 Represent f by   (i)  

          An arrow diagram  (b) A set of ordered pairs  (c) a table  (d) a graph 

 

8. A function f: (-7,6) R is define as follows   

          F(x) =    
                             

                    
                   

   

          find (i)    2f(-4)+3f(2)    (ii) f(-7) – f(-3)    (iii)      
            

           
 

9. A function f : [1,6)  R is defined as follows    f(x)  =  
                        
                     
                  

   

          find the value of  (i) f(5)  (ii) f(3)  (iii) f(1)       (iv) f(2)-f(4)      (v)  2f(5) – 3f(1) 

10. A function f: (-3,7) R is define as follows    F(x) =    
                          

                    
                    

  

        find (i)f(5)+f(6) (ii) f(1) – f(-3)  (iii)
          

          
          (iv) f(-2) – f(4) 

11. An advertising agency finds that of its 170 clients, 115 use television, 110 use Radio  

          and 130 use Magazines. Also 85 use T,V and Magazines, 75 use T.V and Radio, 95 use   

          Radio and Magazines, 70 use all the three. Draw venn diagrams to represent these 

          data find  (i) How many use only Radio?  (ii) How many use only T.V? (iii) How many 

          use T.V and Magazine but do not use Radio? 

12. In a school of 4000 students, 2000 know French, 3000 know Tamil and 500 know 

          Hindi, 1500 know French and Tamil, 300 know French and Hindi, 200 know Tamil and 

          Hindi and 50 know all the three languages.  (i) How many do not know any one of the  

          three languages? (ii) How many know at least one language?(iii) How many know only  

          two languages? 

13. A radio station surveyed 190 students to determine the types of music they liked. The  

         survey revealed that 114 liked rock music, 50 liked folk music and 41 liked classical  

         music, 14 liked rock and folk music, 15 liked rock and classical music, 11 liked classical 

         and folk music. 5 liked all the three types of music. Find  

         (i) how many did not like any of three types of music?  

         (ii) how many liked any two types only?  (iii) how many liked folk  music but not rock music? 
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LESSS NO 2 

2 MARKS 

1.  In a flower garden, there are 23 rose plants in the first row,21 in the second row, 19 in the third row and so on.  

There are 5 rose plants in the last row. How many rows are there in the flower garden? 

2. Three numbers are in the ratio 2:5:7. If the first number, the resulting number on the subtraction of 7 from the  

     second number and the third number form an arithmetic sequence, then find the numbers. 

3. Find the common difference and       term of the A.P.125, 120,115,110,... 

4. Find the      term of the A.P 4,9,14... 

5. How many two digit numbers are divisible by 13? 

6. If a, b, c are in A.P. then prove that (     =4(  -ac). 

7. Which term of the geometric sequence    (i) 1,2,4,8,...., is  1024?  

8. Find the sum of the first 30 terms of an A.P whose nth term is 3+2n. 

9. Find the sum of arithmetic series 5+11+17+...+95.  (ii) 38+35+32+………+2 

10. Find the sum of the following series  +  +  +.....+   .   (ii) 1+2+3+……+45 

11. Find the sum of the series  +  +  +.....+    

5 MARKS 

1.  If 9th term of an A.P is zero, prove that its 29th term is double the 19th term. 

2. The 10th and 18th terms of an A.P are 41 and 73 respectively. Find the 27th term. 

3. The sum of three consecutive terms in an A.P is 6 and their product is -120.  Find the three terms. 

4. Find the three consecutive terms in an A.P whose sum is 18 and the sum of their  squares is 140. 

5. If m times of mth term of an A.P is equal to n times its nth term, then show that the (m+n)th term of the A.P is zero. 

6.The 4th term of a G.P is 2/3 and the seventh term is 16/81. Find the G.P. 

7. If a, b, c, d are in G.P then prove that (b-c)2 + (c-a)2 + (d-b)2 = (a-d)2. 

8.  If the 4th and 7th terms of a G.P are 54 and 1458 respectively, find the G.P. 

9.The sum of three terms of a G.P is 39/10 and their product is 1. Find the common ratio and the terms 

10.If the product of three consecutive terms in G.P is 216 and the sum of their products in  pairs is 156 find them 
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11. Find the first three consecutive terms in G.P whose sum is 7 and the sum of their reciprocals is 7/4. 

12. If a, b, c, d are in G.P then prove that (a-b+c)(b+c+d) = ab+bc+cd. 

13. In an arithmetic series, the sum of first 14terms is -203 and the sum of the  next 11 terms is -572. Find the series. 

14. How many terms of the arithmetic series 24+21+18+….. be taken continuously  so that their sum is -351. 

15. In an arithmetic series, the sum of first 11 terms is 44 and that of next 11 terms is 55.  Find the arithmetic series. 

16. Find the sum of first 20 terms of the arithmetic series in which 3rd term is 7 and   7th term is 2 more than three  

      times its 3rd term. 

17. If there are (2n+1) terms in an arithmetic series, then prove that the ratio of the sum   of odd terms to the sum of  

       even terms is (n+1) : n. 

18.The ratio of the sums of first m and first n terms of an arithmetic series is m2 : n2 show   that the ratio of the mth  

      and nth terms is (2m-1) : (2n-1). 

19.A geometric series consists of four terms and has a positive common ratio. The sum of  the first two terms is 9  

      and sum of the last two terms is 36. Find the series. 

20. If S1, S2, and S3 are the sum of first n,2n and 3n terms of a geometric series  respectively,  then prove that  

       S1(S3-S2) = (S2-S1)
2. 

21. The sum of first three terms of a G.P is 13/12 and their product is -1. Find the common  ratio and the terms 

22. Find the sum  (i) 122+132+142+……+352   (ii)113+123+133+……..+283  

          (iii) 163+173+183+……+353 

23. Find the total area of 14 squares whose sides are 11cm,12cm,…..24cm respectively. 

24. Find the total area of 12 squares whose sides are 12cm,13cm,…..23cm respectively 

25. Find the total volume of the 15 cubes whose edges are 16cm, 17cm, 18cm,………30cm  

 

LESSON 3 

2 MARKS 

1. Solve (i)3x-5y=-16,2x+5y=31.(ii)3x+4y=-25;2x-3y=6  (iii)x+2y=7 ; x-2y=1  

       (iv) 3x+y=8;5x+y=10 (v) x+  
 

 
 =4;  

 

 
+2y= 5       ( using elimination method) 

2.  Find a quadratic polynomial each with the given numbers as the sum and product ofzeros respectively.  

       (i) -4,3  (ii) 3,1   (iii) 2,4 
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3. Find a quadratic polynomial with zeros at x= 
 

 
  and   x=-1. 

4. Find the quotient and remainder when   +  -7x-3 is divided by x-3 

5. Find the GCD of the following: (1)      , c(c-d)    (ii)   -3m-18,  +5m+6  

6. Find the L.C.M (i) x3+y3 , x3-y3, x4+x2y2+y4   (ii) x2y+xy2,x2+xy 

7. Simplify the rational expression into lowest form. (i) 
     

     
      

      

          (iii) 
        

         
 

           
      

            
  ii)

    

    
     

    

      
        

     

     
      

       

            
   (vi) 

       

        
    (vii) 

      

        
 

8.Simplify  (i) 
     

   
 

    

   
 (ii) 

    

    
  

       

       
      (I)

 

   
 

  

     
     (ii)

      

     
 

   

   
   (i)

  

   
 

 

   
 

9. Solve by factorization method(i)3             (ii) 6x2-5x-25=0   

10.                                       )  -7x+12=0   (ii)15  -11x+2=0 

11. Find the nature of the roots (i) x2-11x-10 = 0  (ii) 4x2-28x+49=0   (iii) 2x2+5x+5=0 

12. Show that the roots of the equation      -2pqx+  =0 are not real 

13. Form the quadratic equation whose roots are (i)7+ 3 and 7- 3. (ii) 3,4   (iii) 3              (iv)
    

 
  
    

 
 

14. If       are the roots of the equation of    -6x+4=0, Find the value of       . 

5 MARKS 

1. The cost of 11 pencils and 3 erasers is Rs.50 and the cost of 8 pencils and 3 erasers is  Rs 38. Find the cost of each  

Pencil and eraser. 

2.Eight men and twelve boys can finish a piece of work in 10 days hile six men and eight  boys can finish the same  

    work in 14 days. Find the number of days taken by one man   alone to complete the work and also one boy alone 

    complete the work 

3.One number is greater than thrice the other number by 2. If 4 time the small number  exceeds the greater by 5.  

    Find the numbers 

4.Three chairs and two tables cost Rs 700 and five chairs and three tables cost Rs 1100. What is the total cost of 

    2 Chairs and 3 tables? 

5. A train travelled a certain distance at a uniform speed. If the train had been 6km/hr  faster, it would have taken   

      4 hours less than the scheduled time. If the train were  slower by 6 km/hr, then it would have taken 6 hours more  

      than scheduled time. Find the distance covered by the train. 

6.In a rectangle, if the length is increased and the breadth is reduced each by 2 cm then the area is reduced by  

    28cm2. If the length is reduced by 1cm and the breadth  increased by 2cm, then area increased by 33cm2. Find the  
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     area of rectangle 

7. If the quotient on dividing 8x4-2x2+6x-7  by 2x+1 is 4x3+px2-qx+3. Find the values of  p and q, also the remainder 

8. Factorize (i) 2x3-3x2-3x+2  (ii) x3-3x2-10x+24   (iii) 2x3-9x2+7x+6   (iV) 2x3+11x2-7x-6 

9. Find the G.C.D of the following polynomials  X4+3x3- x-3 and x3+x2-5x+3 

10. The base of a triangle is 4cm longer than its altitude. If the area of the triangle is 48 sq.cm, then find its base  

       and altitude. 

11.A train covers a distance of 90km at a uniform speed. Had the speed been 15km/hr  more, it would have taken30 

     minutes less for the journey. Find the original speed of the train. 

12.The speed of a boat in still water is 15km/hr. it goes 30 km upstream and returns Downstream to the original  

      point in 4hrs 30 minutes. Find the speed of the stream. 

13. If the equation (1+m2)x2 + 2mcx + c2-a2 = 0 has equal roots, then prove that C2=a2(1+m2). 

14.If         are the roots of the equation 3x2-4x+1=0, form a quadratic equation whose roots are 
  

 
     

  

 
 

15. If         are the roots of the equation x2-3x-1=0, form a quadratic equation whose roots are 
 

     
 

    

16.           
     

       
   

    

     
   

        

       
 (II)

    

       
   

     

        
   

   

     
   iii) 

 

       
  

 

       
  

 

       
  

17. If P = 
 

   
    

 

    
           

 

   
  

  

      

18. Find the square root of the following    (i) x4-10x3+37x2-60x+36   (ii) x4-6x3+19x2-30x+25  

        (iii) 9x4-6x3+7x2-2x+1   (iv) x4-4x3+10x2-12x+9    (v) 4x4+8x3+8x2+4x+1   

         (vi) 4+25x2-12x-24x3+16x4 

19.  Find the values of m and n if the following polynomial is a perfect square  m –nx+28x2+12x3+9x4 

20. Find the values of a and b if the following polynomials are perfect squares 

         (i) 4x4-12x3+37x2+ax+b   (ii) ax4+bx3+109x2-60x+36   (iii)  ax4-bx3+40x2+24x+36  

          (iv)  x4-4x3+10x2-ax+b 

21. A car left 30 min later than the scheduled time. In order to reach its destination 150 km away in time, it has to 

      increase its speed by 25 km/hr from its usual speed.  Find its usual speed. 

22. A takes 6 days less than the time taken by B to finish a pieces of work. If both A and B  

         together can finish it in 4 days. Find the time that B would take to finish this work by himself. 

 

LESSON 4 
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2MARKS 

                                                                          

                            
    

    
   

 

  
   

      
  
   

   
  
   

                                  

     
  
  

          
   
  

                           

        
   
   

          
  
    

             

6.If A= 
  
   

  , then verify AI=IA=A , where I is the unit matrix of order 2. 

7.Prove that  
  
  

  and  
   
   

  are multiplicative inverse to each other. 

8.Prove that A = 
  
  

  and B=  
   
   

  are inverse to each other under matrix multiplication. 

9. If A = 
   
    

  then find AT and (AT)T 

10. If A =  
   
    
    

 then verify that (AT)T = A 

11.                           
 
 
      

 
  

       

5 MARKS 

1. If  A =  
  
  

          
  
  

 , then show that A2-(a+d)A = (bc-ad)   

2.If A =  
  
   

      
   
  

          
  
   

             A(B+C) =AB+AC. 

3. If A =  
  
 
 
                                             

4.If  A =  
   
  

                             

5.If A = 
  
  

          
   
   

                              

6.If A =  
    
   

      
 
 
 
              verify (AB)C = A(BC). 

LESSON 5 

2MARKS 

1. Find the midpoint of the line segment joining points   (i) (3,0) and (-1, 4)  
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2.Find the centroids (i) (4,-6) , (3,-2) & (5,2)     

3. Find the point which divides the line segment joining the points (3,5) and (8,10) internally in the ratio 2:3 

4.If (7, 3),(6,1),(8,2) and (p,4) are the vertices of a parallelogram taken in order, then find  the value of p. 

5. The centre of a circle is at (-6,4). If one end of a diameter of the circle is at the origin, then find the other end. 

6. If the centroid of the triangle is at (1,3) and two of its vertices are(-7,6) and (8,5) then find the third vertex of the  

     triangle 

7.Find the coordinates of the point which divides the line segment joining (-3,5) and (4,-9) in the ratio 1:6 internally. 

8. Determine if the following points are collinear or not  (2,3),(4,0) & (6,-3)  

9. Find the area of the triangle whose vertices are (-4,-5) , )(4,5) & (-1,-6) 

10. If P(x,y) is any point on the line segment joining the points (a,0) and (0,b) then prove that 
 

 
 

 

 
    

11.If the three points (h,0), (a,b) and (0,k) lie on a straight line, then using area of triangle   formula, show that  

      
 

 
 

 

 
    where h,k    

12.If the points (a,1),(1,2) and (0,b+1) are collinear, then show that 
 

 
 

 

 
   

13. Find the slope of the straight line passing through the points  (i) (3,-2) & (-1,4)   

14. Find the equation of the straight line   (i) passing through the point (-2,3) with slope 
 

 
, 

     (iii) passing through the point (5,-4) with slope 2/3 

15. Show that the straight lines are parallel  (i)3x+2y-12=0 & 6x+4y+8=0. (ii) x+2y+1=0 ; & 3x+6y+2=0 

16.Prove that straight lines are perpendicular to each other.(i) x+2y+1=0 and 2x-y+5=0 (ii) 3x-5y+7=0 & 15x+9y+4=0 

17.Find the equation of the straight line parallel to the line x-8y+13=0 and passing  through the point(2,5). 

18.Find the value of ‘a’ if the straight lines 5x-2y-9=0 and ay+2x-11=0 are perpendicular  to each other. 

19.Find the equation of straight line parallel to line 3x-y+7=0 and passing through the point (1,-2). 

5 MARKS 

1. Let A(-6, -5) and B(-6,4) be two points such that a point P on the line AB satisfies 

          AP = (2/9) AB. Find the point P. 

2.Find the points of trisection of the line segment joining the points (4,-1) and (-2,-3). 

3. Find the area of quadrilateral whose vertices are  (i) (-4, -2) (-3, -5), (3,-2) and (2,3)    (ii) (6, 9),(7, 4), (4,2) and (3,7)  

    (iii) (-3, 4) (-5, -6), (4,-1) and (1,2)   (iv) (-4, 5) (0, 7), (5,-5) and (-4,-2). 

4. The vertices of a       are A(2, 1) B(-2,3) and C(4,5). Find the equation of the median through the vertex A. 
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5.Using the concept of slope, show that the vertices (1,2), (-2,2), (-4,-3) and (-1,-3)  taken in order form a  

    parellelogram 

6. Find the equations of the straight lines each passing through the point (6,-2) and  whose sum of the intercepts is 5 

7.Find the equation of the straight line passing through the point (3,4) and has  intercepts which are in the ratio 3:2 

8.Find the equation of the line passing through the point (9,-1) and having its x-intercept    thrice as its y-intercepts. 

9. Find the equation of the line passing through (22,-6) and having intercepts on x-axis  exceeds the intercepts on 

     y-axis by 5. 

10.Find the equation of the line whose gradient is 3/2 and which passes through P, where P divides the line segment  

     joining A(-2,6) and B(3,-4) in the ratio 2:3 internally. 

11.The vertices of      are A(2,1) B(6,-1) and C(4,11). Find the equation of the straight  line along the altitude from 

      the vertex A. 

 

12.The vertices of      are P(1,-3) Q(-2,5) and R(-3, 4). Find the equation of the straight  line along the median  

     from the vertex R. 

13.The vertices of      are A(2,1) B(-2,3) and C(4,5). Find the equation of the straight  line along the median from  

     the vertex A. 

14. Find the equations of the straight lines each passing through the point (2,2) and whose  sum of the intercepts is 9 

15.Find the equation of the perpendicular bisector of the straight line segment joining the  points (3,4) and (-1,2). 

16. In an isosceles        PQ =PR. The base QR lies on the x-axis, P- lies on the y-axis and  2x-3y+9=0 is the equation  

      of PQ. Find  

17.Find the equation of the straight line passing through the point of intersection of the  lines 2x+y-3=0 and 5x+y-6=0  

and parallel to the line joining points (1,2) and (2,1) 

18.Find the equation of the straight line which passes through the point of intersection of  the straight lines5x-6y=1  

     and 3x+2y+5=0 and is perpendicular to the straight line 3x-5y+11=0. 

19. Find the equation of the straight line which passes through the point of intersection of  the straight lines 

      3x-y+9=0 and x+2y=4 and the point of intersection of the lines  2x+y-4=0 and x-2y+3=0. 

20.Find the coordinates of the perpendicular from the origin on the straight line 3x+2y=13. 

21. If x+2y=7 and 2x+y=8 are the equations of two diameters of a circle, find the radius of  the circle if the point  

       (0,-2) lies on the circle 
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22.Find the equations of the straight line segment whose end points is the point of  intersection of the straight lines 

     2x-3y+4=0, x-2y+3=0 and the midpoint of the line joining the points (3,-2) and (-5,8),the equation of the straight  

      line along PR. 

LESSON 6 

2 MARKS 

1. In    , DE|| BC and 
  

  
  

 

 
 if AE =3.7cm, then find EC. 

2.In       given that S is a point on PQ such that ST||QR and 
  

  
 

 

 
 . If PR =5.6cm Then find PT. 

3.In     , the internal bisector AD of     meets the side BC at D.If BD = 2.5cm and  AC = 4.2cm,  

    AB = 5cm then find DC. 

4.In    , AE is the external bisector of   , meeting BC produced at E.If AB=10cm, AC=6cm and BC=12cm, 

   then find CE. 

5.In    , D and E are points on the sides AB and Ac respectively such that DE||BC. (i) If AD=6cm,DB=9cm and  

   AE=8cm, then find AC. (ii) If AD=8cm,AB=12cm and AE=12cm then find CE. 

6.In a     , AD is the internal bisector of   , meeting BC at D (i) If BD=2cm, AB=5cm, DC=3cm find AC.  

    (ii) If AB=5.6cm, AC=6cm and DC=3cm find BC. 

7.In a  MNO, MP is the external bisector of    meeting NO produced at P. If MN=10cm MO = 6cm, NO = 12cm,  

   then find OP.   

8.Let PQ be a tangent to a circle at A and AB be chord. Let C be a point on the circle such  that  

             and         find      

9. In the figure TP is a tangent to a circle. A and B are two Points on the circle.  If           and           

     find      

 

10. AB and CD are two chords of a circle which intersects each other internally at P. 

          (i) CP = 4cm, AP=8cm, PB=2cm, then find PD.  (ii) IF AP=12cm, AB=15cm, CP=PD then find CD. 

11.AB and CD are two chords of a circle which intersects each other externally at P. 

          (i) AB=4cm BP=5cm and PD=3cm, then find CD  (ii) If BP=3cm, CP=6cm and CD=2cm, then find AB. 

5 marks 

1. State and prove  

2.State and prove that Thales theorem  
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3. State and prove that Angle bisector theorem ( internally) 

4.State and provethat Pythagoras theorem 

5.State and prove that Tangent chord theorem 

 

LESSON 7. 

2 MARKS 

1.                        

      
 

    

    
    

2.                    
      

      
                

3.                                                                 

4  Prove the identity (sin +cosec )2 + (cos +sec )2 = 7+tan2 +cot2  

5. Prove the identity (sin6  + cos6 ) = 1- 3sin2 cos2   

6. Prove      
            

            
      

                      = tan  +cot     

8. If x = asec  +btan   and y = atan  +bsec  , then prove that x2-y2 = a2-b2. 

9.A kite is flying with a string of length 200m. If the thread makes an angle 30   with the ground, Find the distance of  

   the kite from the ground level. 

10. A ladder leaning against a vertical wall makes an angle of 60  with the ground. The foot of the ladder is 3.5m  

       away from the wall. Find the length of the ladder. 

11. Find the angular elevation (angle of elevation from the ground level) of the Sun when the length of the Shadow 

      of a 30m long pole is 10  m. 

12. A ramp for unloading a moving truck has an angle of elevation of 30 . If the top of the  ramp is 0.9m above the  

      ground level, then find the length of the ramp. 

 

13. A girl of height 150cm stands in front of a lamp-post and casts a shadow of length  150   cm on the ground. 

 Find the Angle of elevation of the top of the lamp-post 

5 MARKS 

1. A vertical tree is broken by wind. The top of the tree touches the ground and makes  an angle 30  with it. If the 

 top of the tree touches the ground 30m away from its foot,  then find the actual height of the tree. 
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2.A jet fighter at a height of 3000m from the ground passes directly over another jet  fighter at a instance when their  

    angles of elevation from the same observation point   are 60  and 45  respectively. Find the distance of the first jet  

    fighter from the second  jet fighter at that instant. (  = 1.732) 

3.The angle of elevation of the top of a hill from the foot of a tower is 60  and the angle  of elevation of the top of a  

     tower from the foot of the hill is 30 . If the tower is 50m high, then find the height of the hill. 

4.A vertical wall and a tower are on the ground. As seen from the top of the tower, the angles of depression of the  

    top and bottom of the wall are 45  and 60  respectively. Find the height of the wall if the height of the tower is  

     90m.   (   = 1.732) 

5.A girl standing on a lighthouse built on a cliff near the seashore, observers two boats  due East of the lighthouse. 

 The angle of depression of the two boats are 30      60 . The distance between the boats is 300m. Find the stance 

 of the top of the lighthouse from the sea level. 

6.A flag post stands on the top of a building. From a point on the ground, the angles of  elevation of the top and  

   Botttom of the flag post are 60  and 45  respectively. If the height of the flag post is 10m, find the height of the  

    building. (   = 1.732 ) 

 

7.A man on the deck of a ship, 14m above the water level, observes that the angle of  elevation of the top of a cliff is  

   60  and the angle of depression of the base of the cliff is 30 . Find the height of the cliff. 

8.A person in an helicopter flying at a height of 700m, observers two objects lying  opposite to each other on either  

      bank of a river. The angles of depression of the objects are 30  and 45 . Find the width of the river.(   = 1.732). 

9.From the top of a tower of height 60m, the angles of depression of the top and the bottom of a building are  

    observed to be 30  and 60  respectively. Find the height of the building. 

10.From the top and foot of a 40m high tower, the angles of elevation of the top of a lighthouse are found to be  

     30  and 60  respectively. Find the height of the lighthouse.  Also find the distance of the top of the lighthouse  

     from the foot of the tower. 

11. Prove that     
           

           
  

      

    
 

12.If m = tan +sin , n = tan  – sin  then show that m2-n2= 4   . 

 

LESSON 8 

2 MARKS 
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 1.Total surface area of a solid hemisphere is 675 sq.cm. Find the curved surface area of  the solid hemisphere. 

2.The radii of two right circular cylinders are in the ratio of 3:2 and their heights are in  the ratio 5:3. Find the ratio  

    of their CSA. 

3.If the circumference of the base of a solid right circular cone is 236cm and its slant height is 12cm, find its CSA. 

4.If the CSA of a solid hemisphere is 2772 sq.cm, then find its TSA. 

5.Radii of two solid hemispheres are in the ratio 3:5. Find the ratio of their CSA and TSA. 

6. The volume of a solid right circular cone is 4928cu.cm. If its height is 24cm, then find its radius. 

7.If the volume of a solid sphere is 7241
 

 
  cu.cm, then find its radius 

8. If the CSA of a solid sphere is 98.56 cm2, then find the radius of the sphere 

9. Volume of a hollow sphere is  
     

 
   . If the outer radius is 8cm, find the inner radius of the sphere. 

10.The radii of two right circular cylinders are in the ratio 2:3. Find the ratio of their volumes if their heights are in  

    the ratio 5:3 

5 MARKS 

1. The diameter of a road roller length 120cm is 84cm. If it takes 500 complete  revolutions to level a play ground,  

  then find the cost of leveling it at the cost of 75 paise per square metre. 

 

2. A sector containing an angle of 120  is cut off from a circle of radius 21cm and folded into a cone. Find the  

    CSA of cone. 

3.The TSA of a solid right circular cylinder is 660 sq.cm if its diameter of the base Is 14cm, find the height and CSA. 

4.CSA and circumference at the base of a solid right circular cylinder are 4400sq.cm and  110 cm respectively.  

    Find its height and diameter 

5.The total surface area of a solid right circular cylinder is 231 cm2. Its CSA is two third of the TSA. Find radius and  

   height of the cylinder. 

6. Radius and slant height of a solid right circular cone are in the ratio 3 : 5. If the CSA is 60π sq.cm. then find TSA 

7.If the CSA of a solid cylinder is 704 sq.cm and height is 8cm, find the volume of the cylinder in litres. 

8. The radii of two circular ends of a frustum shaped bucket are 15cm and 8cm. If its depth is 63cm, find the capacity  

    of the bucket in litres. 

9.A patient in a hospital is given soup daily in a cylindrical bowl diameter 7cm. If the bowl is filled with soup to a  

   height of 4cm, then find the quantity of soup to be  prepared daily in the hospital to serve 250 patients 
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10.The sum of the base radius and the height of a solid cylinder is 37cm. If the  TSA is 1628 sq.cm, then  

     find the volume 

11.A lead pencil is in the shape of right circular cylinder. The pencil is 28cm long and its   radius is 3mm. If the lead is  

    of radius 1mm then find the volume of the wood used in the pencil. 

12.A rectangular sheet of a metal foil with dimension 66cm x 12 cm is rolled to form a  cylinder of  height 12cm. 

      find the volume of the cylinder. 

13. A vessel in the form of a frustum of a cone. Its radius at one end and the height are  8cm and 14cm respectively.  

       If its volume is 5676/3 cu.cm, then find the radius at the other end. 

14.The volume of a solid hemisphere is 1152πcu.cm. Find its curved surface area 

15.A solid wooden toy is in the form of a cone surmounted on a hemisphere. If the radii  of  the hemisphere and the  

      base of the cone are 3.5cm each and total height of the toy is 17.5cm, then find the volume of 

      wood used in the toy 

16.A cup is in the form of a hemisphere surmounted by a cylinder. The height of the cylindrical portion is 8cm, and  

     the total height of the cup is 11.5cm. Find the  TSA of the cup. 

17.A hollow sphere of external and internal diameters of 8cm and 4cm respectively is melted and made into another  

     solid in the shape of right circular cone of the base  diameter of 8 cm. find the height of the cone 

 

 

18.Spherical shaped marbles of diameter 1.4cm each are dropped into a cylindrical beaker of diameter 7cm  

     containing some water. Find the number of marbles that should be dropped into the beaker so that the water  

     level rises by 5.6cm 

19.Water is flowing at the rate of 15km/hr through a cylindrical pipe of diameter 14cm into a rectangular tank which  

    is 50m long and 44m wide. In how many hours will the  water level in the tank raise by 21 cm? 

20.A solid sphere of diameter 6cm is dropped into a right circular cylindrical vessel with diameter 12cm, which is  

     partly filled with water. If the sphere is completely  submerged in water, how much does the water level in the  

      cylindrical vessel increase? 

21.A circus tent is to be erected in the form of a cone surmounted on a cylinder. The total height of the tent is 49 m.  

     Diameter of the base is 42 m and height of the cylinder is 21m. Find the total cost of canvas needed to make the  

     tent, if the cost of canvas is Rs 12.50/m2. 
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22.Using clay, a student made a right circular cone f height 48cm and base radius is 12cm, Another student reshapes  

    it in the form of sphere. Find the radius of the sphere. 

23.A spherical solid material of radius 18cm is melted and recast into three small solid spherical spheres of different  

     sizes. If the radii of two spheres are 2cm and 12cm, find  the radius of the third sphere 

24.A cylindrical bucket of height 32cm and radius 18cm is filled with sand. The bucket is emptied on the ground and  

      a conical heap of sand is formed. If the height of the  conical heap is 24cm, find the radius and slant height of the  

        Heap. 

25.A container with a rectangular base of length 4.4 m and breadth 2 m is used to collect rain water. The height of  

      the water level in container is 4cm and the water is transferred into a cylindrical vessel with radius 40cm. What  

      will be the height of the water level in the cylinder? 

LESSON 11 

2 MARKS 

1. Find the range and the coefficient of range of (i) 43, 24,38,56,22,39,45.  

         (ii) 59,46,30,23,27,40,52,35,29  (iii)41.2,33.7,29.1,34.5, 25.7, 24.8, 56.5,12.5 

2. The largest value of in a collection of data is 7.44. If the range is 2.26, then find the smallest value in the collection 

3.The weight of( in kg) 13 students in a class are 42.5, 47.5, 48.6, 50.5,49,46.2,49.8,45.8,43.2,48,44.7,46.9,42.4.  

    Find the range and coefficient of range.  

4. Find the standard deviation of the first 10 natural numbers. 

5. The smallest value of a collection of a data is 12 and the range is 59. Find the largest value of the collection of data 

6. The largest of 50 measurements is 3.84kg. If the range is 0.46kg, find the smallest  measurement. 

7. Calculate the S.D of first 13 natural numbers. 

8. If n=10,   12 and      1530, then calculate the coefficient of variation. 

9. If the C.V of a collection of data is 57. And its S.D is 6.84, and then finds the mean 

5 MARKS 

1. Find the S.D of the following data  (i) 2,5,8,11,14,6,12,10  (ii) 38,40,34,31,28,26,34  

2.Find the S.D  

X 70 74 78 82 86 90 

y 1 3 5 7 8 12 

3.Prove that the S.D of first n natural numbers is     
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4.Find the C.V of the following data (i) 18,20,15,12,25.  (ii) 20,18,32,24,26 

5. For a collection of data, if                                                      

6.For a collection of data if                                                
 

 

LESSON 12. 

2 MARKS 

1. An integer is chosen from the first twenty natural numbers. What is the probability? that it is a prime number? 

2.There are 7 defective items in a sample of 35 items. Find the probability that an item  chosen at random is  

    non-defective 

3.The probability that it will rain on a particular day is 0.76. What is the probability that  it will not rain on that day? 

4.If A is an event of a random experiment such that P(A): P(     = 7:12, then find P(A). 

5.A die is thrown twice. Find the probability of getting a total 9 

6.Three rotten eggs are mixed with 12 good ones. One egg is chosen at random.  What is probability of choosing  

    a rotten egg? 

7.Two coins are tossed together. What is the probability of getting at most one head? 

8.Find the probability that    (i) a leap year selected at random will have 53 Fridays   

          (ii) a leap year selected at random will have only 52 Fridays    

          (iii) a non leap year selected at random will have 53 Fridays 

5 MARKS 

1. Three coins are tossed simultaneously. Find the probability that either exactly two tails or at least  

     one head turn up. 

2. A die is thrown twice. Find the probability that at least one of the two throws comes  up with the number 5. 

3. A card is drawn from a deck of 52 cards. Find the probability of getting a King or a  Heart or a Red card. 

4. A bag contains 10 white, 5 black, 3 green and 2 red balls. One ball is drawn at random.  Find the probability that  

    the ball drawn is white or black or green. 

5. If a die is rolled twice, find the probability of getting an even number in the first time or a total of 8. 

6. One number is chosen randomly from the integers 1 to 50. Find the probability that it is divisible by 4 or 6. 

7. A bag contains 50 bolts and 150 nuts. Half of the bolts and half of the nuts are rusted. If an item is chosen at  

   random, find the probability that it is rusted or that it is a bolt. 

8. A card is drawn at random from a well shuffled deck of 52 cards. Find the probability  that it will be a 
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    spade or a king. 

9. A box contains 10 white, 6 red and 10 black balls. A ball is drawn at random. Find the probability that ball drawn is  

    white or red. 

10. The probability that a girl will selected for admission in a medical college is 0.16. The probability that she will be  

   selected for a admission in an engineering college is  0.24 and the probability that she will be  

  selected in both is 0.11  

           (i) Find the probability that she will be selected in at least one of the two colleges. 

          (ii) Find the probability that she will be selected either in a medical college only or in  

               an  engineering college only. 

11. The probability that a new car will get an award for its designs is 0.25, the probability  that it will get an award for  

       efficient use of fuel is 0.35 and the probability that it will   get both the awards is 0.15. find the probability that 

      (i) it will get at least one of the   two awards  (ii) It will get only one of the awards. 

12. A basket contains 20 apples and 10 oranges out of which 5 apples and 3 oranges are  rotten. If a person takes out  

      one fruit at random, find the probability that the fruit is either an apple or a good fruit. 

13. The probability that A, B and C can solve a problem are 
 

 
 
 

 
     

 

 
 respectively.  The probability of the problem  

     being solved by A and B is 8/15, B and C is 2/7, A and C  is 12/35. The probability of the problem being solved by  

     all the three is 8/35.Find the probability that the problem can solve by at least one of them.  

 

 


